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Ediron implemented new standard Technical Specifications (TS) for Units 2 and 3 on 8/5/96. Prompted by the condition reported in
LER 2-%-009. Edison initiated a detailed review of the new TS. During this review, Edison identified three cases, each containing

examples where the new TS Surveillance Requirernents (SRs) were not adequately implement by surveillance procedures. This LER
discusses these examples separately.

The five examples in Case A resulted from inadequate project managemut of the TS improvement project. The seven examples in
Cases B (errors at the time of plant startup circa 1982) and the two examples in circa 1990-1995 C (contemporary errors) are
examples where past surveillance practices did not satisfy the TS SRs. All of the examples are being reported under

10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i).

As corretive action, Edison will hold meetings with appropriate personnel to discuss these examples and management's expectations,

will provide special training, and will revise applicable documents.

Edison believes in all examples the effected equipment was capable of performing its intended safety function. Therefore, there was
no safety significance to these occurrences, and these items should be viewed as administrative in nature.

I
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Eperistion of the Event:

Plant: San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Units 2 and 3

Reactor Vendor: Combustion Engineering

Event Date: January 9,1997

Event Time: 2014 PST

lh11L1 Umt 3

Mode: 6, refueling 1. power operation

Power: 0% 99%

Temperature: 71 degrees F normal operating temperature

Pressure: atmospheric

Duiing the late 1980's, Edison began participation in an NRC pilot project, the Technical Specification Improvement Program (TSIP), to
develop new standard Technical Specifications (TS). SONGS Units 2 and 3 were, the lead plants for the Combustion Engineering Owners
Group. The new SONGS TS were based on NUREG 1432," Standard TS, Combustion Engineering Plants." Conversior, from the old TS
to the new TSIP TS was processed as amendments to the existing specifications (Amendments 127 and 116 for Units 2 and 3,

respectively). Implementation took place on August 5,19%.

Typically for TS amendments, Edison requests, and the NRC grants, a period to fully implement the approved TS amendment (to modify
procedures, ensure the new Surveillance Requirements (SRs) are current, etc.) following NRC approval. Due to the magnitude of the TS
changes resulting from TSIP, the NRC allows utilities to request longer implementation periods and delayed implementation for specific
portions of the new TSIP TS. Delayed implementation was allowed for utilities to: (1) ensure all surveillances were current, and (2)
preclude plant shutd(mus that could be needed to complete surveillances that could not be performed with the Unit in power operation.
Edic:m did not request delayed implementation of any portions of the new TSIP TS.

Prompted by the condition reported in LER 2-96-009, Edison initiated a detailed review of the new TSIP TS. During this review, Edison
identified cases where TS SRs were not adequately implemented by the surveillance procedures. All of the examples below and in the
additional information section are being reported under 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i). Edison believes in all examples the effected equipment was

capable of performing its intended safety function. Therefore, there was no safety significance to these occurrences, and these items should
be viewed as administrative in nature.

Caw A: SRs Not Current Upon TSIP Implementation

Each of the 5 examples below resulted from inadequate project management of the TS!P implementation project. FAison did not
implement appropriate change management for this project. Consequently, project personnel (utility, licensed and non-licensed) failed to
recognize and account for differences between the TSIP SR and the surveillance procedure. Subsequent resiews, discussed below,
identified that Edison should have requested that TSIP implementation for certain TS SRs be delayed until the Cycle 9 refueling outages

(beginning 11/30/96 for Unit 2 and 4/12/97 for Unit 3).

Edic:m is taking the following actions:

1. To assure strict compliance with TS SRs, a TS Self Assessment has been performed. This self assessment resiewed each TS SR

to verify that both the current surveillance procedure and the current test of record met, verbatim, the TS requirements.

2. Meetings will be held with site supervision / management to discuss these occurrences and management's expectations for
performing effective reviews and for verbatim compliance.

3. Special training will be provided to personnel who make TS compliance, reportability, and operability determinations (the same
corrective action reported in Edison's LER 2-96-009-01)

4. As appropriate, Edison will revise applicable procedures, systems. TS bases or Licensee Controlled Specifications (LCS).

. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ -
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Egmple 1 SR 3.81.14 and SR 3.81.15. Dig,sel Generator (DG) real load daring 24 hour run and hot restart tests

On 1/1 I/97, Edison conchided SRs 3.8.1.14 and SR 3.8.1.15 were not current upon TSIP implementation. Edison considered the DGs
[EK] [DG) for Units 2 and 3 to be inoperable (as Unit 2 was in a refueling outage, only Unit 3 entered SR 3.0.3). The previous TS
requirements and new TSIP requirements for the DG 24 hour load test and hot restart test are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Table i
DG kW Loading During 24 llour load Text

,

i10% load (first 2 hours) 100% load (last 22 hours)

Former SR 4.8.1.1.2,d.8 5170 or more 4700 or more
i

TSIP SR 3.8.1.14 from 4935 to 5170 inclusive from 4450 to 4700 inclusive

Table 2
DG kW Inadmg Prior to Start of DG llot Restart Test

Former SR 4.8.1.1.2 d.8 4700 or more

TSIP SR 3.8.1.15 from 4450 to 4700 inclusive

When completing the previous TS SR, all ibur DGs had been loaded to greater than th;, kilowatt loadmg prescribed by the TSIP SR. :

Edison management discussed this issue with NRC statTmembers in a telephone conference call on 1/12/97, during which Edison
requested (and received) enforcement discretion until the Unit 3 refueling outage.

The 1/15/97 Notice of Enf orcement Discretion (NOED) states that the staff agrees with the licensee that both Unit 3 DGs are fully

functional and capable cf performing their intended safety function The test loa &g was reduced in TSIP to minimize the likelihood of
da naging the DGs.

SR 3.8.1.3 (monthly 60 minute load test) and SR 3.8.1.10 (24 mo<h full load rejection test) have comparabt OG loading requirements
.nd were likewise not current upon TSIP implementation, bia nave since been satisfactorily completed.

Examnle 2 SR 3 8.1.9 c. Largest single load reiection tgit

DOo are load tested in parallel with the offsite power suPrh with the governor in the speed droop male. To increase DG load in this
'

configuration, the speed setting is raised from 60 I k (nonunal) until the desired test load is achieved. When the DG is then placed in
icachronous male, as occurs when the DG output breaker opens, the DG frequency will then be at some value other than 60 Ik (usually in i

the 62 to 63 Ih range) due to the elevated speed setting. [

On 1/9/97, Edison engineers (non-licensed) determined DG engine speed could exceed the speed / duration requirement of SR 3.8. l.9 e
during this test.

SR 3.81.9 e states,in part: " , [w]ithin 4 seconds following load rejection, the frequency is >/= 58 8 IIz and </= 61.21h."

The old TS (SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.2) stated, in part: " . maintain-. frequency at 60 +/ 6.0 Ih?
,

Upon a load rejection, the DG govemor will satisfy the old limit (66 lii), but might not satisfy the TSIP SR (< 61.2 IIz). On 1/13/97,
Edison concluded that SR 3.8.1.9.c was not current ihr Unit 2 DG 20002 upon TSIP implementation. A test conducted on 3/19/95
recorded an output frequency of 61731h at 4,0 seconds, satisfying the old TS but not the new TSIP TS. Test results for the other three
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DGs met the new TSIP requiremer,ts. A secad test for DG 20002 performed on 1/6/97, prior to discovery of this discrepancy, had
satisfied the TSIP SR. Therefore, between the 8/5/96 TSIP implementation date and I/6/97, SR 3.8.1.9 c was not current for DG 20002.

Dgsp]d SR 3.81.8. Unit auxiliary transformer as second source of offsite power

Between 12/2/96 and 1/2/97, with Unit 2 in a refueling outage, the Unit 2 unit auxiliary transformers (UATs) [EL] [XFMR] were
providing the alternate required offsite circuit for Unit 3. While resiewing the off-site power surveillances performed to date, on 1/16/97,
Edian engineers (non-licensed) recognized this configuration did not satisfy TS SR 3.8.1.8 for Unit 3. This surveillance requires Edison
to,' Verify automatic and manual transfer of AC power sources from the nonnal offsite circuit to each alternate required offsite circuit."
(Emphasis added.) The fonner SR (4.8.1.1.1.b) required Edison to," .. transfer... (manually and automatically) unit power from the normal
offsite power source to the alternate offsite power source." (Emphasis added.)

The cutomatic transfer tests had been performed for the Unit 2 reserve auxiliary transformers (RATS) [FK] [XFMR], but not the Unit 2

UATs as required by the new TSIP SR.

On 4/15/97, Edison submitted a TS change request to revise the SR.

Example 4 SR 3 1.5.4. Reed Switch Position Transmitter (RSPT) channel functiona] test

On 2/4/97, the TS Self Assessment identified that Unit 3 SR 3.1.5.4 was not current upon TSIP implementation. This surveillance

requires Edison to, '[p]erform a CIIANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each [RSPT] channel" every 24 months.

The RSPTs provide information on Control Element Assembly (CEA) position. Each CEA has two independent RSPT channels, each
consisting of a series of reed switches spaced at intervals along the CEA housing. A magnet attached to the CEA extension shaft actuates
the reed switches, creating voltages proportional to position for each channel.

Edimn .oncluded that a conmative channel functional test methodology should check transmitter response for each individual reed
awitch. Edison had not been testing each individual reed switch as a part of SR 3.1.5.4, although other non-surveillance testing confirmed
reed switch operability.

Edimn discussed this issue with NRC stafimembers in a conference call on 2/5/97, during w hich Edison requested (and received)
enforcement discretion of SR 3.1.5.4 until the next Unit 3 refueling outage. (As Unit 2 was in an outage, only Unit 3 was atrected ) The
2/10/97 NOED states that the NRC sta!Teoncludes that there is adequate assurance that the reed switch position channels can perform their

intended safety function. Edison submitted the Unit 3 license amendment request on 2/7/97. Edison corrected the procedure for
performing the surveillance.

Edimn established the RSPT test methodology circa 1982, believing it to meet the TS requirements at that time. However, it is no longer

c! car that this practice complies, verbatim, with the TS requirements. Consequently, Edison believes this occun ence was caused by
cognitive enor of personnel implementing SR 3.1,5.4 circa 1982, who incorrectly believed this surveillance did not require the indisidual ,

reed switches to be tested

Lung]d SR 3 3.7.4. Diesel gtnCI.# tor undervoltagq tart response time tests

On 2/14/97, the TS Self Assessment identified TSIP SR 3.3.7.3.b and SR 3.3.7.4 were not current upon TSIP implementation on 8/5/96.

These SRs require Edison to:

*[p]erform [a] CllANNEL CALIBRATION with setpoint Allowable Values as follows: ..b. Loss of Voltage Function ... Time delay: ;

>/= 0 95 seconds and </= 1.05 conds at 0 V," and "[v]erify Response Time of required DG-LOV [ Loss of Voltage] channel is within
1.05 seconds" every 24 months and every 24 months on a staggered test basis, respectively.

Pre-TSIP SR 4.3.2.3 had required: |

l

'The IMNEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIME of each ESFAS function shall be demonstrated to be within the limit at
least once per refueling interval." l

|

I
l
i
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The .pceified limit f 3r "LOVS (loss of voltage,127F)" was 1.00+/-00 05 seconds. Thus, pre-TSIP, only one relay (127F) |27J was
requird to respond in </= 1.05 seconds, in contrast to post-TSIP, when the entire LOVS channel is required to respond in </= 1.05 ;

seconds Consequeilly, upon TSIP implementation. Edison did not have a surseillance of record demonstrating the actual response time of |
the loss of voltage fbnction. Edis(m reset the time responses of applicable relays, and successfully performed SR 3.3.7.3.b and SR 3.3.7.4

on both Units. |

Addhkastinferimalkm:

Based on the critical rcview performed by the TS Self Assessment, Edison noted other examples where past surveillance practices did not
satisfy the TS SRs. Each of the instances below resulted from either of 2 basic causes as follows:

CayJ; ihrers Male Early in Plant Oocration (circa 1982)

T3 3.7.8.3, Signage for inoperable fire hose stations*

Date of Error; circa 1982
Date of Discovery: 3/14/97

Pre-TSIP TS .I.7.8.3 required fire hose stations [KP] at various hications in the plant to be operable. If a hose station outside of
containment was not operable, Edison was required to * stage" a compensatory (comp) fire hose by routing the comp hose to the
plant area nonnally served by the inoperable fire hose station Additionally, whc TS required " Signs identifying the purpose and
kication of the fire hose shall be mounted above the hose and at the inoperable hose station." These signs were to: (1)infonn

workers about the inoperable hose station and where alternate water and hose could be found, and (2) identify the purpose of the

comp hose and preclude its unintentional removal.

While Edison had been posting an equipment tag at both ends of the comp hose, on 3/14/97 the TS Self Assessment noted the signs
did not identify the location of the hose, and were sometimes heated next to the hose.

The pmcedure far implementing these TS requirements was written m 1982. Due to the passage of time, the cause of this
discrepancy has not been determined. Edison will revise LCS 3.7.102, Fire llose Stations, to reflect the current SONGS practice.

SRs 3.3.106.2 and 3.3.106.4, Fire detection instrumentation channel functional tests*

Date of Frror: circa 1982
Date of Discovery: 2/25/97

LCS SR 3.3.106.2 lists fire detectors by fire arca/ zone and prescribes the surveillance testing and frequency for each area. The TS
Self Assessment noted LCS Table 3.3.106-1 listed 39 actui. tion fire detectors for Unit 3 fire area 3-CT-(-2)-142B Section 7, but

only 38 detectors were being surveilled Edison confirmed that only 38 fire detectors are installed in this section. Consequently,
although Edison was correctly surveilling all installed acmation fire detectors, the surveillances could not completely adbere to this
LCS SR.

Edison also noted the pre-TSIP Unit 3 SR had the same discrepancy.13ased on a review of the original TS for Unit 3 and design j

doconentation,it appears this situation existed when the original TS were issued (I 1/82). Due to the passage of time, the cause of ]
th:s condition is not knows Edison confinned that the installed detectors do provide the required actuation fire detector coverage

'or this area. Edison will revise the Unit 3 LCS to list the actual number of detectors. )
,

SRs 4.7.8.1.1.c & d Fire water suppression system valve*

Date of Error: circa 1982
Date of Diwovery: 3/l4/97

|

|
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Pre-TSIP TS 3.7.8 required a fire water suppression system [KP] having

"[a]n OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from each water supply and transferring the water through distribution
piping with OPERABLE sectionalizing control or isolation valves to the yard hydrant curb valves.. "

This requirement was rekcated to the LCS upon TSIP implementation.

The SONOS fire water suppression system flow path consists of a loop of underground piping containing a number of header
isolating Post Indicating Valves (PlVs) [V]. This fire main is arranged so that each branch line may be supplied with water from
alternate flow paths, or may be isolated in case of a pipe break. The fire water pumps connect with the fire main loop within a
sing!c isolable segment of the loop. That same segment supplies a header to the Administration, Warehouse and Shop (AWS)
building which can be isolated by PlV SA2301MU306 (valve MU306). Valve MU306 would have to be closed to isolate a pipe
break in the AWS building from the fire main loop.

Edison had been demonstrating system operability by pre-TSIP SRs 4.7.8.1.1. by (c) verifying eveiy 31 days that each valve in the
flow path was in its correct position and by (d) cycling at least once per 12 months each testable valve in the flow path. Ilowever,
on 3/14/97, an engineering review identified that valve MU306 had not been included in the surveillance test procedure (it was
cycled during remodeling of the AWS building in October 1995). Edison surveilled valve MU306 and upgraded the procedure.

This event was caused by an original plant drawing error, which did not correctly identify the k> cation and function of valve MU306.
Due to the passage of time, the cause of this error has not been determined. Edison is correcting the drawing error.

* SR 3.3.5.6, Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Actuation System instmmentation response time test

Date of Error: circa 1983
Date of Discovery: 2/14/97

The TS Self Assessment identified that the surveillances of record did not fully satisfy SR 3.3.5.6, which requires Edison to:

*[v]erify ESF RESPONSE TIME is within limits" every 24 months on a staggered test basis.

Previous surveillances detennined total response time by adding the response times for separate segments of the ESF [B] systems:
(1) from the sensor / transmitter to the subgroup relay [RLY], and (2) from the subgroup relay until the ESF equipment is capable of ;

performing its safety function. The subgroup relay response time itself was inferred by using a bounding value which had been |

determined experimentally in 1983. ;

1

Edison discussed this issue with NRC statTmembers in a conference call on 2/15/97, during w hich Edison requested (and received)
enforcement discretion of SR 3.3.5 6 for Unit 3 (Unit 2 was in an outage). The 2/19/97 NOED states the NRC staff concluded that
the identification of this problem was a result of an intensive team etibrt, and that it was likely the result of a decision made in 1983.
Within the 7-day discretionary enforcement perkxi, Edison successfully tested the 61 Unit 3 subgroup relays which could be safely
tested on line. Edison will test all Unit 3 subgroup relays prior to restarting Unit 3 after the current Unit 3 refueling outage. Edison j

successfully completed SR 3.3 5.6 on all applicable Unit 2 ESF subgroup relays. Edison submitted the exigent TS amendment !

request for Unit 3 on 2/18/97 and 2/2I/97. Edison willicvise the methodology fbr perfonning SR 3.3.5.6.

This occurrence was caused circa 1983 when Edison engineers concluded that a bounding time response for ESF ielays was

acceptable in lieu of actually timing the relays. While this methatkilogy was believed to meet the requirements of the TS at that
time, it is no longer clear that this practice complies, verbatim, with the requirements of the TS.

SRs 3.3.7.2,3.8.1.11.b, and 3.8.1.19.b, LOVS tripping (load shedding) of dome air circulating fans A071 and A072*

Date of Error: circa 1982
DateofDiscovery: 2/28/97

__. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Both SONGS Units 2 and 3 have four containment dome air circuisting fans [B3][ FAN], with two 50% capacity fans in each of two
trains (A and B). These fans provide mixing of the post-accident containment atmosphere to prevent the formation oflocalized
areas of high combustible gas concentration In each Unit, fans A07I and A074 are in ESF Train A, and fans A072 and A073 are
in ESF Train B. The tripping scheme for these fans under degraded ous voltage conditions actuates a relay [86] to trip both fans in
a train plus a third component (a Control Room emergency air cleanup unit) in the train. The relay is physically located at the

circuit breaker for fan A074 (Train A) or fan A073 (Train B).

TS require Edison to perform a channel functional test of the DG undervoltage stad relays (SR 3.3.7.2), and verify load shedding
from the emergency buses upon a LOV signal (LOVS)(SR 3.8.1.11.b) and upon a LOVS plus ESF actuation signal (SR 3.8.19.b).

On 2/28/97, an Edison Generic Letter 96-01 review team noted SRs 3.3.7.2,3.8.1. I 1.b. and 3.8.1.19.b were not cunrnt upon TSIP

implementation. Edison was verifying that only the fan having the relay located at its circuit breaker was tripping, not that the
second fan in the train was tripping. (Edison was verifying that the third component was tripping). Edison believes this condition
has existed since plant startup. Due to the passage of time, the cause of this condition is not known.

Edison has tested and verified fans A071 and A072 in both Units tripped, as designed, on a degraded bus voltage condition, and has

revised the surveillance test procedures.

DG operability during droop mode testing*

Date of Error: circa 1982
Date of Discovery: I/9/97

During the review of TSIP TS SR for DGs (see Example 1, above), Edison engineers (non-licensed) recognized a DG frequency
setting of other than 60 Ilz was not supported by calculations. Because DG frequency during droop mode testing is set as high as 63
IIz, Edison began declaring DGs inoperable during portions of TS SR 3 81.9.c testing. Whcn applied to past plant conditions, an
inadvertent TS violation may have occurred.

This condition was caused by an original plant design flaw. Edison is modifying the DG speed control circuitry to eliminate this
deficiency. As noted above, Edison believes the DGs were always capable of perfonning their intended function. If not, the safety
significance of this issue would remsn very small because of the low probability that a series of events potentially impacting DG
function (e.g , safety injection actuation and loss of offsite power) would occur during the relatively short time periods that a DG is
operated in the speed droop mode for testmg.

SR 3.7.8.4, Salt Water Cooling (SWC) Pump Auto start surveillance test*

Date of Enor: circa 1982
Date of Discovery: 1/23/97

Edison Enginects (non-licensed) noted that SR 3.7.8 4 was not being implemented as required TS SR 3.7.8,4 states:

Verify each SWC pump starts automatically, on an actual or simulated actuation signal. (Emphasis added )

The previous TS SR also required each SWC [BI] pump [PJ to be test started. llowever, the procedure used to complete this
surveillance only irquired one of the two SWC pumps per train per Unit to be automatically staned. The breaker for the other pump
has been tested but the pump itself not started. Consequently, although the SWC pump function is adequately demonstrated by this
and other testing, the procedure did not comply with the TS SR.

'Ihis occurrence was caused by cogmtive personnel error when Edison personnel (licensed and non-licensed) incorrectly concluded
that this metin! met the SRs. Edison revised the test procedure so that each SWC pump is started, as required.

I

1
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Case C Contemnorsiv Coenitive Personnel Ermrs

SRs 3.8.100.1 arn! 3.8.100.2, Containment penetration conductor overcurrent protective devices calibrafion and functional test*

Date of Error: 12/1I/89
DateofDiscovery: 2/21/97

The TS Self Assessment identified that pre-TSIP SR 4.8.4.1.a.1 had not been performed as required. SR 4.8.4.1.a.1, for containment

penetration conductor overcurrent protective devices (circuit breakers) [52], required Edison, at least once per refueling interval, to

" ..[vjerify... that the medium voltage (4-15 KV) circuit breakers are OPERABLE by selecting, on a rotating basis, at least 10%
of the circuit breakers of each voltage level, and.. " testing them. (Emphasis added.)

Each Unit has 10 circuit breakers in the 6.9 KV level. Consequently, to satisfy the " rotating basis" requirement, a different circuit
breaker would need to be tested each refueling outage. Edison determined breaker 2A0205 had been tested on 5/8/86 and again on
12/11/89, before all 10 Unit 2 breakers had been rotated through testing. Edison did test all 10 Unit 2 breakers in 1991 for other
reasons. Edison verified the Unit 3 breaker SR rotation was correct. Edison is reviewing the pnicess for determining when rotating

basis surveillances are performed.

This occurrence was caused by cognitive personnel error by individuals (utility, non-licensed) responsible for tracking the surveillance

testing rotation.

SR 3.4.102.3, Reactor coolant gas vent system (RCGVS) flow testa
,

Date of Error: circa 5/95
Date of Discovery: 2/10/97

The TS Self Assessment identified that licensee controlled SR 3.4.102.3 w as not current upon TSIP implementation. This

surveillance requires Edison to, "[v]erify flow through the reactor coolant vent system paths during venting during Mode 5" every 24
months.

The reactor vessel head vent line is provided with a valve having a 0.188 inch diameter hole drilled through the disc (valve MU995).
Valve MU995 limits the maximum flow rate to less than the capacity of one charging pump [CV) during accident conditions, but

unnecessarily limits the rate of normal reactor coolant system filling and venting. After MU995 was installed during the Cycle 8
refueling outage for each Unit (ending 5/23/95 for Unit 2 and 9/26/95 for Unit 3), Edison would open MU995 during controlled fill
and vent evolutions, and close it prior to plant startup.

Because the surveillance procedure had valve MU995 open, the surveillance at the end of each Unit's Cycle 8 outage had not been

performed with the RCGVS in the configuration in which it would be expected to perform its intended function. Edison perfonned SR
3.4.102.3 on Unit 2 with valve MU995 closed, and revised the surveillance procedure.

This occurrence was caused by cognitive personnel error by Edison personnel (licensed and non-licensed) reviewing the impact of the
design modification on the surveillance test requirements.

Previous Similar Ew ents: |

Edison submitted LER 2 96-009 on 1/16/97, describing an additional occunence of faihire to adequately implement a TSIP SR. Because

implementation of TSIP is a one-time event, Edison has reported no other previous similar events.

Edison reported missed curveillances of spray / sprinkler systems in LERs 2-94-002 and 2 94-003. Those events were caused by
inadvertent omissions during document revisions.
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